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Abstract—LTE-Advanced (LTE-A) standardized as Release 10
by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) is a packet-
based 4G mobile radio system. Of specific interest is its capability
to support a large number of voice calls through Voice over IP
(VoIP) calls.

Radio resource management for VoIP calls is challenging.
Control channel limitations prevent the dynamic scheduling of
every VoIP packet in each 1 ms subframe. Semi-persistent VoIP
scheduling enables channel quality aware scheduling reducing
load to control channels, substantially.

We describe and evaluate by system level simulation a semi-
persistent VoIP schedulers for LTE. In addition, contributions
to VoIP system capacity of power control, as applied in Soft
Frequency Reuse (SFR), are evaluated. It turns out that system
capacity is reduced if SFR is applied in the uplink. This unex-
pected result is found to be caused by performance degradation
of the weakest users under SFR, limiting overall system capacity.

I. INTRODUCTION

Despite of an increasing demand for packet data based
communication, voice communication will play an important
role in mobile radio networks. Long Term Evolution (LTE)
and LTE-Advanced [1] networks are fully IP-based and do not
include a circuit switched domain for voice communication as
known from GSM and UMTS networks.

Packet switching allows to multiplex VoIP calls to the same
radio resources. A drawback is a high signalling overhead
resulting from scheduling each VoIP packet, individually,
instead of voice calls.

IMT-Advanced (IMT-A) evaluation guidelines and mini-
mum performance requirements published by the Interna-
tional Telecommunication Union Radiocommunication Sector
(ITU-R) in 2008 [2] set the goals for Long Term Evolution
Advanced (LTE-A) systems: Besides minimum cell spec-
tral efficiency (CSE) and cell edge user spectral efficiency
(CEUSE) at least 40 Voice over IP (VoIP) calls per MHz of
bandwidth and cell is postulated there. Accordingly 200 VoIP
calls must be served in a cell operating at 5 MHz system
bandwidth.

While the required user data rate for voice communication is
relatively small compared to other applications, voice traffic
requires low packet delays. As the number of VoIP calls in
a system increases, packet loss and delay increase until the
number of satisfied users drops below a given percentage
defining VoIP capacity. The high number of connections and
the control channel capacity prevent to schedule all queued

VoIP packets dynamically in each LTE subframe. Instead the
use of persistent scheduling assigning radio resources like a
Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) channel per VoIP talk
spurt is specified in the LTE-A standard [3].

This paper is organised as follows: Next we describe the
IMT-A evaluation methodology for VoIP capacity standardized
by the ITU-R and describe the state of the art. The second sec-
tion provides a motivation and problem description regarding
the topic of semi-persistent VoIP scheduling in LTE. Section
III describes the structure and functionality of our proposed
radio resource scheduler and its performance is evaluated in
Section IV. At the end conclusions are presented and future
research directions are described.

A. IMT-A VoIP Evaluation

The IMT-A evaluation methodology defines a traffic model
to be used for VoIP capacity assessment of 4G candidate
systems and the required minimum Quality of Service (QoS)
performance for application level end-user satisfaction [2].
Accordingly, only data packets with transmission delay below
50 ms on the wireless link between User Terminal (UT) and
evolved NodeB (eNB) are considered successfully received.
An end-user is unsatisfied if more than 2 % packets are lost
or have delays greater than 50 ms. System capacity is reached
if more than 2 % of the users are unsatisfied.

A 12.2 kbit/s voice codec is assumed in the IMT-A evalu-
ation methodology creating 244 bit long voice packets every
20 ms during a talk spurt. Voice activity detection is included
in the evaluation methodology resulting in 40 bit Silence
Insertion Descriptor (SID) packets every 160 ms during a
silence interval. The source is modelled as a two-state Discrete
Time Markov Chain (DTMC) with 0.01 probability of a state
transition, evolving in 20 ms time steps. The mean state
sojourn time corresponding to both, the mean talk spurt and
silence interval duration, is therefore 2 s.

In [2] also protocol overheads down to the Network Layer
and overhead reduction from header compression are defined.
Total compressed overhead from Real-time Transport Protocol
(RTP), User Datagram Protocol (UDP), and Internet Protocol
(IP) is 74 bit resulting in 320 bit and 120 bit for byte
aligned layer-3 voice and SID packets, respectively. The LTE
Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP) sublayer adds 8 bit
overhead if short sequence numbers, which are sufficient for



this application, are used. Radio Link Control (RLC) sublayer
adds a fixed 8 bit header. Segmentation of small VoIP packets
is unlikely, so segmentation headers are nor added. The
Medium Access Control (MAC) sublayer adds another 8 bit
overhead if the packet is not multiplexed with other radio
bearers or control traffic of the same UT. The scheduler in
the MAC sublayer therefore has to assign resources for 344
bit and 144 bit voice and SID packets, respectively.

B. Related Work

1) 3GPP VoIP Capacity Evaluation: First LTE VoIP capac-
ity results were published in 2007 [4]. By that time neither
LTE Release 8 nor IMT-A Evaluation Guidelines [2] were
fixed. Among others, the so called Case 1 Scenario [5], which
is very similar to the IMT-A Urban Macro (UMa) scenario [2],
was used for evaluation. System capacity was defined as the
system load where 95 % users are still satisfied, which is less
challenging than the 98 % limit introduced by IMT-A [2].
Downlink results from the different consortium partners for
semi-persistent scheduling are ranging from 200 to 360 users
[4]. The large range can be explained by different scheduler
assumptions. Capacity results for dynamic scheduling range
from 200 to 400 users. Uplink results are all around 200
users maximum capacity for both, dynamic and semi-persistent
scheduling. For comparison, Release 6 (HSPA) results are
provided in [4] showing less than 150 and 100 users can be
scheduled in the downlink and uplink, respectively.

In 2009 the IMT-A self-evaluation results for VoIP capacity
of LTE-A were submitted by the consortium partners [6] to the
International Telecommunication Union (ITU). LTE Release
8, including all details on signalling for dynamic scheduling,
was published by then. The VoIP capacity of the Urban Macro
(UMa) and Urban Micro (UMi) downlink and uplink scenarios
is found there to be approximately 400 users on average
value from results originating from six consortium partners.
Individual results range from 300 to 500 users. A closer look at
the preliminary results, for example [7], reveals more details:
All uplink results for all scenarios and from all partners say,
that no more than 250 users can be scheduled dynamically, so
semi-persistent scheduling is used. Downlink capacity is 350
and 525 users for the UMa and UMi scenario, respectively
using four transmit and two receive antennas (2x4 MIMO).
Uplink capacity is lower and is assessed using one transmit
antenna. Approximately 250 and 450 users can be successfully
served with two and four receive antennas (1x2, 1x4 MIMO),
respectively. It can therefore be concluded that multi-antenna
techniques are the key technology for increasing VoIP capacity.

2) VoIP Scheduling: Semi-persistent scheduling for VoIP
traffic in LTE is described in [8] where its superiority to
dynamic scheduling under limited control channel resources
is shown. Different from most performance results from
3GPP consortium partners discussed before, the authors of
[9] provide detailed information on the scheduling algorithm
and link-to-system interface used for their IMT-A compliant
VoIP capacity evaluation. Dynamic scheduling is used and the
number of resources for each user is determined depending

on channel quality. No uplink results are provided there. In
[10] a number of dynamic resource scheduling algorithms
is evaluated but control channel capacity limitations are not
considered. The impact of limited control channel resources
on system capacity is evaluated in [11] and [12].

3) Fractional Frequency Reuse (FFR): By applying differ-
ent power masks to given Resource Blocks (RBs) called FFR
[13], compensation of low Signal to Interference and Noise
Ratio (SINR) experienced by cell edge users is achieved. Cell
edge users experiencing low SINR are scheduled on defined
RBs and transmit with higher transmission power. Adjacent
cells reserve orthogonal resources dedicated to cell edge users
according to reuse-3 for substantially reducing interference. If
dedicated resources may only be used by cell edge users, the
term Partial Frequency Reuse (PFR) [14] applies. If cell centre
users are also permitted to use those resources but with lower
transmission power, the scheme is called Soft Frequency Reuse
(SFR) [15], [16]. In [17] the authors evaluate the throughput
and SINR distribution for mixed traffic scenarios including
VoIP with SFR and FFR. They show that both performance
indicators are improved under FFR schemes.

In this paper we describe a scheduler concept for semi-
persistent VoIP scheduling under SFR. We then evaluate the
uplink VoIP capacity according to IMT-A evaluation guide-
lines.

II. MOTIVATION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

An Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access
(OFDMA) radio resource scheduling algorithm aiming to
maximise CSE under well defined fairness conditions usually
performs some or all of the following steps:

(1) channel quality estimation for each frequency resource,
called RB in LTE standard, for each UT is performed. (2)
RBs are assigned to UTs achieving the highest data rates on
them. (3) Fairness criteria may limit the amount of RBs each
user gets or its service frequency. (4) Transmit power for each
UT can be adjusted with regards to the limited total transmit
power. Increasing transmit power may enable transmission
with higher data rate due to an increased SINR at the intended
receiver but may also lead to increased interference power
at other receivers in adjacent cells reducing the SINR. SFR
provides a compromise by allowing increased transmission
power on a limited set of resources to serve a limited set of
UTs.

The target of voice data scheduling is to provide resources
for fixed size packets arriving in regular intervals while mini-
mizing delay from queuing and Hybrid Automatic Repeat Re-
quest (HARQ) based retransmission. Trunking gain is achieved
if a large number of resources are available for transmission.
Multiplexing gain increases with the number of UTs sharing
a resource. SFR limits the number of available RBs to a set of
UTs and may reduce trunking gains. It is therefore of interest
to evaluate whether or not the benefit of SFR does compensate
these loss in trunking gain. Figure 1 shows the set of resources
available to transmit voice data in a 5 MHz LTE system. Due to
the constant Inter-arrival Time (IAT) and size of voice packets,
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Fig. 1. Set of resources for persistent voice data scheduling.

persistent reservation of a TDMA channel with a period of 20
ms can be used to transmit VoIP packets of a talk-spurt but
not SID packets and HARQ retransmissions. Resources with
high SINR enable high data rate and therefore less RBs are
needed for VoIP packet transmission.

In the following we present a radio resource scheduler
suited to evaluate variants of scheduling policies with regard
to above mentioned problems. Although the focus in this paper
is on the uplink, the scheduler presented is also applicable to
downlink scheduling. Single-carrier Frequency-Division Mul-
tiple Access (SC-FDMA) is not used in the downlink, so RBs
forming a Transport Block (TB) do not have to be adjacent in
frequency domain.

III. SEMI-PERSISTENT VOIP SCHEDULER

With semi-persistent scheduling, periodically arriving data
from calls in active state get access to given periodic RBs at
arrival of the first VoIP packet of a talk spurt. Signalling is only
needed once to inform a UT about a persistent reservation.
SID packets and packets resulting from HARQ retransmission
are scheduled dynamically, each requiring signalling. Semi-
persistent scheduling leaves degrees of freedom on how to
select packets to be transmitted and how to assign appropriate
resources for them, namely a TB consisting of one or more
RBs.

Rather than aiming at jointly optimising the subset of calls
to be scheduled in a scheduling round (once per subframe) and
selecting the resources to be used for that, splitting the steps in
order to reduce complexity has been proven suitable [18]. We
therefore first define the order in which UTs are considered for
scheduling as described below in Section III-A and in a next
step assign appropriate resources for each call as described in
Section III-B.

A. Call Scheduling

In each LTE subframe lasting one Transmission Time Inter-
val (TTI) (1 ms) the following steps are performed for semi-
persistent scheduling:

1) Relocation: If the effective SINR of a previously trans-
mitted TB belonging to a persistent reservation drops below
the minimum threshold required for the selected modulation
and coding scheme (MCS), rescheduling of the reservation is
considered. SINR may either change due to varying channel
conditions or changes in resource occupation in other cells.

The scheduler parameter maxRelocWait defines the number of
times in a row a transmission may fail to achieve the minimum
required SINR before a persistent reservation is released. The
call is then treated as if it just became active in this subframe
and considered for persistent scheduling in step 4.

2) Inactive Calls: If no packet for a call which has assigned
a persistent reservation is queued, the reservation is released
and the respective RBs are released.

3) HARQ: Packet retransmissions are scheduled dynami-
cally. The scheduling policy is chosen to be Longest-Wait-
First (LWF). The retransmission limit is set to five retries,
since more retries would cause delays to exceed 50 ms
specified in [2] as maximum delay of VoIP packets. Currently
only Chase-Combining HARQ mode is implemented in our
simulator requiring retransmissions to keep the same TB size
and MCS as used for the previous transmission attempt. An
individual resource assignment strategy can be selected for
retransmissions. The Best-SINR strategy, out of the strategies
closer described in III-B, is selected to maximise the success
probability for retransmissions. In uplink, no further transmis-
sions of a UT, already scheduled for a retransmission in a
TTI, are possible due to the SC-FDMA constraint allowing
only one TB per TTI per UT.

4) Active Calls: Persistent reservations are established for
each beginning talk-spurt according to the LWF strategy. The
resource allocation filter chain described in Section III-B tries
to find free resources in the time-frequency grid of RBs. There
could be calls that did not receive any resources in previous
TTIs because there were no free ones. Those calls have longer
waiting times and are therefore processed first.

5) Other Data: In the last step any other queued packets are
scheduled dynamically according to the LWF strategy for UTs
that did not get any resources in the current subframe, namely
SID packets from calls in inactive state. The same resource
assignment filter chain as applied for active connections is
used. There may be waiting VoIP packets from calls that have
no persistent reservation assigned due to shortage of RBs for
the required TB size. Their packets may be segmented in order
to schedule them in smaller TBs, if the RLC connection is
configured accordingly.

B. Resource Allocation Filter Chain

For VoIP traffic the TB size is chosen to match the size
of a single packet. If the TB consists of RBs having low
SINR, a robust MCS having low data rate can only be applied
and a higher number of RBs is required for the TB. A
straightforward selection of the TB with highest estimated
SINR of its RBs does not always result in the best overall
system capacity as shown in [19]. Therefore a candidate
set TB0 of potential TBs suitable to transmit the packet is
constructed from which a filter chain selects one TB for a
given scheduling request. Figure 2 schematically describes the
procedure of creating TB0. The search is performed in all
subframes occurring within the 20 ms VoIP IAT period. First,
each free RB is selected as start RB for the TB referred to
as startRB. If necessary, the TB is extended by further RBs
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Fig. 2. Procedure to create a TB candidate set.

by shifting endRB until the packets fits the TB. The decision
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Fig. 3. TB size in RBs versus effective SINR.

whether the packet fits the TB is done by the link adaptation
process. Based on the estimated channel loss, the transmission
power and interference measurements from the past, the SINR
for each candidate RB is estimated. The effective SINR for
the set of RBs forming the TB is calculated based on Mutual
Information per Bit (MIB) [20] and then the best MCS is
chosen. If only a fraction of the last RB used in a TB is
transmitting user data, a more robust MCS may be chosen
to increase RB utilisation without increasing the overall TB
size. The mapping of effective SINR values to TB size is
shown in Figure 3. Figure 4 shows an example uplink TB
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Fig. 4. Example uplink TB candidate set.

candidate set with two elements. For simplicity the TB quality
is calculated as the arithmetic mean value of the RB qualities
in this example. Each TB entry [startRB, tbSize] includes the

index of the first used RB startRB and the amount of occupied
RBs tbSize.

Motivated by the principles of SFR [15], the link adaptation
procedure also estimates a MCS assuming a configurable
higher transmission power. This is only done for cell-edge
UTs. UTs are distinguished as cell-edge or cell-centre based
on the TB size in RBs rather than by pathloss or by SINR
as usually done in SFR [13]. The threshold for the minimal
TB size required to be considered a cell-edge user can be
configured. If the TB size can be reduced using higher
transmission power, this option is also considered and the TB
is also added to the TB candidate set and marked as Power
Boosted.

Each entry in the TB candidate set is supplemented by
further information besides just the used RBs, see Table I. The

TABLE I
PROPERTIES OF A CANDIDATE TB

Property Description Range
startRB Index of first RB [0...109] ∈ N

rbSet Set of used RBs (DL only) {[1...110] ∈ N}
tbSize Number of RBs [1...110] ∈ N

userID UT identifier N
mcsIndex Index of MCS [3] [1...28] ∈ N

estSINR Estimated SINR R
txP Transmission power in dBm [−40...48] ∈ R

boosted estSINR calculated with Power Boosting Boolean
sfIndex Subframe index within VoIP IAT period [0...19] ∈ N
afIndex Packet arrival subframe index [0...19] ∈ N

startSpace Start index of space (UL only) [0...109] ∈ N
endSpace End index of space (UL only) [0...109] ∈ N

components used to select a single TB out of the candidate TB
set are called filters since each of them removes TBs from the
set based on defined rules. The filters can be connected to form
a filter chain. The input to each filter is one or multiple TB
candidate sets and the output is a single candidate set, which
may be empty. The initial TB candidate set TB0 serves as
input to the first filter. The last filter must output a set TBout

with exactly one element containing the TB for the current
scheduling request.

Most filters considered within this work take only one TB
set as input. In order to build filters allowing alternatives, filters
taking two sets as input have been defined. SFR scheduling for
example can be constructed by permitting alternative options:
If increased transmission power is beneficial for a transmission
but insufficient RBs on which power boosting is permitted
are free, the transmission must be scheduled with reduced
transmission power preferably using resources not being used
for boosted transmissions in adjacent cells.

Larger Set: This filter outputs the TB set with more
elements following the assumption that selecting from more
opportunities is beneficial. If both input sets have the same size
the first one is selected. The input sets may both be empty. In
this case an empty set is returned

Non Empty Alternative: The output contains the first set if
it is not empty. If the first set contains no elements the second
one is returned. This way an alternative filter chain can be
selected if the preferred one returned no candidates.



Table II lists the implemented filters. They can be further
grouped in frequency domain filters, time domain filters,
channel quality aware filters and, for the uplink, fragmentation
aware filters. Some filters accept further arguments. Filters
returning sets containing only one element are suitable as the
final filter. Information on the output set size is provided in
the last column labeled out. Figure 5 presents an example

TABLE II
TB CANDIDATE SET FILTERS

Name Description out
Freq. domain

First min(startRB) N
RBList(rbSet) All RBs in rbSet N0

Time domain
Min Delay Return TBs closest to arrival subframe N

Limit Delay(d) Limit delay to d N0

Both domains
Random Return one random TB 1

Ch. quality aware
Highest SINR max(estSINR) N

Shortest min(tbSize) N
Boosted Return boosted TBs N

Not Boosted Return not boosted TBs N0

Weakest(p) Return fraction p of UTs
with worst channel conditions

N

Frag. aware
Largest Space max(endSpace - startSpace + 1) N

Smallest Space min(endSpace - startSpace + 1) N
Least Fit max(endSpace - startSpace + 1 - tbSize) N
Best Fit min(endSpace - startSpace + 1 - tbSize) N

TB

LimitedRBSet
([1, 2, 3])

NonEmpty
Alternative

Boosted

LimitedRBSet
([10...23])

NotBoosted

NonEmpty
Alternative

NotBoosted

First

TB
TB

Shortest

MinDelay

Fig. 5. Example soft frequency reuse filter chain.

filter configuration for SFR. With this configuration, increased
transmission power is only permitted on RBs number 1 to 3. If
no TBs containing only those RBs are in the set, transmissions
are scheduled on RBs number 10 to 23 without increased

transmission power. If the centre chain also returns an empty
set since all of those RBs are occupied, transmissions will
be scheduled in any RBs. The two adjacent cells would limit
boosted transmissions to RBs 4 to 6 and 7 to 9, respectively.
The resulting set can include TBs from multiple subframes.

The Min Delay filter selects the ones from the subframe
closest to the arrival frame of the packet. Putting the Min
Delay filter at the beginning of the chain would first limit the
search space to the next subframe having free resources. This
would significantly reduce the probability that power boosting
can be applied.

Finally the First and Shortest filters assure a single TB
is selected from the set. Although the Shortest filter can
theoretically return multiple TBs, this is logically not possible
in this filter chain since there can be only one either boosted
or not boosted, first, shortest TB. The set of UTs allowed
to transmit with higher power is not limited. Each UT that
could benefit from it gets an equal opportunity to do so. The
Weakest filter can be used to limit the set of UTs allowed to
use increased transmission power to the ones located at the
cell edge.

IV. SCENARIO AND RESULTS

Results were obtained using the system level openWNS
simulator [21]. It has been previously used to evaluate CSE and
CEUSE for IMT-A evaluation [22], [23] and was validated,
analytically, for that purpose [24], [25]. We use the physical
layer and channel model implementation IMTAPhy described
and validated in [26].

A. Scenario

The channel model and node deployment in the scenario
match the ones described in [2] with some exceptions: Small-
scale channel fading, creating a time varying channel, is not
enabled. Channel quality changes are therefore only caused
by scheduling decisions of interfering cells. Voice capacity
would be lower with a time varying channel. No multi-
antenna gains can be achieved without small-scale channel
fading enabled. Results from [19] show that multiple output
antennas can significantly increase VoIP capacity. Due to
these opposite effects, results presented cannot be compared
to capacity results described in Section I-B1 but only show
the relative performance changes caused by different radio
resource assignment strategies.

For cellular deployments we limit the scenario to 21 sectors
resulting from one three-sector centre cell and one ring of 6
surrounding three sector cells. Channel wrap-around as defined
in [2] is enabled.

The UMi scenario with 200 m Inter-site distance (ISD) is
evaluated in detail because of its very challenging interference
situation due to the low ISD. Brief results for the other
cellular IMT-A scenarios, Urban Macro (UMa) and Rural
Macro (RMa), are also provided.

Uplink performance is evaluated because of the high inter-
ference variation caused by scheduling decisions in each cell.
Each eNB in the uplink has a precise knowledge of the channel



quality over the entire frequency band from interference and
Sounding Reference Symbols (SRS) measurements.

Fractional uplink power control [25] is used. For all scenar-
ios α is set to 0.8 as done in [23] and [5]. The power offset
P0 is set to −80 dB, −82 dB, and −84 dB for the UMi,
UMa, and RMa scenario, respectively, resulting in 10 dB
Interference over Thermal Noise (IoT). Previous evaluations,
not presented here due to space limitations, have shown that
further increasing P0 does not improve VoIP capacity, but
may even decreases it. Also th eIMT-A evaluation guidelines
mandate that the average IoT may not exceed 10 dB. Power
boosted TBs are transmitted at 4.77 dB more power namely
a threefold increase. The scenario is evaluated with power
boosting enabled either permitted on all or only selected RBs
(see Figure 5) or power boosting disabled. Adjacent sectors
permit boosting on orthogonal RBs when boosting is limited
to selected RBs resulting in SFR.

B. Results for the Urban Micro Scenario
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Fig. 6. Ratio of satisfied users versus number of users per cell.

Figure 6 shows the ratio of satisfied users in the UMi
scenario over an increasing number of users per cell. Results
are averaged over 20 random drops of UT positions and 95 %
confidence intervals are shown. System capacity, which is
the point where more than 2 % of the users are unsatisfied,
is reached at 260, 265, and 270 users with boosting on
all RBs, SFR, and no boosting, respectively. The minimum
IMT-A requirement [2] of 200 calls is always met. The lower
performance achieved when boosting is enabled on all RBs
could result from increased harmful interference not weighted
out by gain through an increased receive signal power. The
low performance of the SFR approach is unexpected from
literature presented in Section I-B3 proving CSE and CEUSE
are increased with SFR. The reasons are further investigated
in the following.

Figure 7 shows how the mean subframe occupation ratio
increases with the number of users. Surprisingly, disabling
power boosting, which performs best in terms of system
capacity, results in highest occupation. Mean occupation ratio
17 out of 25 RBs (68 %) is reached with 235 users if boosting
is disabled. This ratio is reached for 250 and 260 users
if boosting is allowed on all or selected RBs, respectively.
System capacity is reached at 82 %, 75 %, and 68 %
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Fig. 7. Mean subframe occupation ratio over the number of users per cell.

occupation ratio for no boosting, SFR and boosting on all
RBs, respectively. The mean occupation is reduced because
the TB size of transmissions is reduced due to increased
SINR achieved by power boosting. The results do not map
necessarily to a higher VoIP capacity, since transmission error
probabilities are not reflected. The results match previous
publications on the performance of SFR presented in Section
I-B3, but apparently do not translate in VoIP capacity gains.

The reason for this is the definition of the VoIP system
capacity. A user is considered satisfied, if its packet loss ratio
is below 2 %. The actual packet loss ratio experienced by
an user plays no role as long as it is below 2 %. However,
overall system capacity can only be improved if the ratio of
unsatisfied users is decreased. Therefore the performance
of the weakest users experiencing losses beyond 2 % have
to be improved to improve VoIP capacity.
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Fig. 8. Mean TB size in RBs versus the number of users per cell.

Figure 8 shows the mean TB size (in RBs) versus the
number of users per cell. The bottom three curves show the
mean value calculated for all users in the system, the top
curves show the mean for the weakest 2 % with regard to
the experienced pathloss. We have found a correlation of
approximately 70 % of being an unsatisfied user and belonging
to the 2 % of users experiencing highest pathloss, for systems
at the capacity limit. Results for all users match the findings
in Figure 7 for the mean subframe occupation ratio. The mean
TB size when the capacity limit is reached is 2.5, 2.3 and 2
without boosting, SFR, and boosting on all RBs, respectively.
It increases linearly with low slope if no boosting or boosting



on all RBs is used. TB size increases with larger slope for the
SFR scheme, which can be explained by decreasing likelihood
to find unoccupied RBs where boosting is permitted as the
system load increases.

The results for the 2 % of users experiencing highest
pathloss show significantly higher TB sizes reaching from 3.8
to 4.4 with 210 users per cell. The order, boosting on all
results in smallest, no boosting in largest TBs, is identical
to the results for all users for this case, where the system
has not reached its capacity limit. If the number of users is
further increased the behaviour changes and boosting on all
RBs shows significantly lower performance requiring up to
6.5 RBs on average and SFR performing approximately the
same as no boosting. So we conclude that the weakest users
do not benefit from power boosting and their performance
is even reduced compared to non-boosting as the system
approaches its capacity limit. Possible reasons are limited
total transmission power capabilities prohibiting boosting and
increased interference as well as an increased interference
variance due to boosting applied by users in other cells.
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Fig. 9. Mean number of transmissions until success versus the number of
users per cell.

Figure 9 shows the mean number of transmissions until
successful decoding at the eNB versus the number of users
per cell for all and the weakest users. The overall channel
prediction performs very well in the simulator which is a
result of disabled small-scale fading. Estimation errors only
result from interference variance due to changing scheduling
decisions as calls switch from inactive to active state. On
average only 1.03 to 1.05 transmissions are required. The
weakest users show significantly worse performance. Without
power boosting around 1.10 transmissions are needed until
a packet is successfully received. The value is significantly
increased to 1.15 and 1.2 transmissions on average if boosting
is permitted on selected or all RBs, respectively. Some weak
users permanently have channel conditions resulting in high
error ratio of the first transmission. Additionally the SINR
budgets within a more robust MCSs is lower as shown in
Figure 3, so small deviations from the estimated interference
power can lead to high error rates.

C. Results for other Scenarios

The same results as for the UMi scenario were collected
for the UMa scenario with 500 m ISD and RMa scenario with

1732 m ISD. System capacity is reached at 235 users in the
UMa scenario if boosting is enabled on all or selected RBs.
Without boosting, the capacity is increased to 240 users. For
the RMa scenario the capacity is 270 users with and without
boosting. Results for the number of users where the system
capacity is not yet reached for any power control scheme, 260
(UMi), 240 (UMa), 270 (RMa), are further investigated.
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Fig. 10. Relative decrease in occupied RBs compared to disabled boosting.

Figure 10 shows the relative decrease in occupied RBs for
the three scenarios compared to when boosting is disabled (No
Boost). With SFR, the occupation is decreased by around 6 %
for all scenarios. Boosting on all RBs decreases the occupation
by 12 % for the UMi and RMa scenario and by 15 % for the
RMa scenario.
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Fig. 11. Relative decrease in TB size compared to disabled boosting.

Figure 11 gives an explanation why the decreased occu-
pation does not result in increased capacity. The results for
all users show that the TB size is decreased if boosting is
enabled. With SFR, the 2 % weakest users in the UMa and
UMi scenario are not able to decrease their TB size and only
achieve a small decrease in the RMa scenario. As previously
described, the TB size is even increased in the UMi scenario
if boosting is enabled on all RBs. In the UMa scenario the
weakest users gain 9 % with this power control scheme, which
is significantly lower than the 16 % gained by all users. In the
RMa scenario the weakest users (21 %) benefit slightly more
than all users (19 %).

Figure 12 shows that the number of retransmissions is
increased for all scenarios and power control schemes. In
the UMi scenario and in the UMa scenario with SFR the
weakest users suffer from an overproportional increase in
retransmissions. In the other cases no significant difference
to the result of all users is visible.
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Fig. 12. Relative increase in the number of retransmissions compared to
disabled boosting.

V. SUMMARY, CONCLUSION, AND OUTLOOK

A concept for semi-persistent VoIP schedulers based on
filter chains is introduced and used to evaluate the impact of
SFR on the uplink VoIP capacity of LTE in the IMT-A UMi,
UMa, and RMa scenario.

Results show, that the investigated power control schemes
only have little or even no influence on the capacity which is
in between 260 to 270 users in the UMi scenario and always
270 users in the RMa scenario. Surprisingly, the highest
VoIP capacity is achieved if no power control is applied.
Applying SFR, which allows increased transmission power
on selected RBs operated under reuse-3, can slightly reduce
the capacity. The lowest capacity is achieved if all users,
not yet needing only one RB, are permitted to increase their
transmission power. Our results for the resource utilisation and
mean transport block size show significant improvements if
power control is applied. The weakest users do not benefit
from power control and even loose performance, especially in
the dense UMi scenario, resulting in an overall lower system
capacity.

Still, SFR and especially the even simpler to implement
method allowing increased power on all RBs, is beneficial to
overall system performance considering all users and assures
more free resources available for other traffic classes.

In the future further scheduling techniques assuring a special
treatment of the weakest users will be evaluated to increase
the VoIP capacity of LTE. This can include not admitting
the weakest of the weakest users to the system, due to their
excessive resource demands.
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